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Activity aim
The overall aim of this activity is to help you to have

Each podcast episode stands alone, however, to gain the

effective conversations with patients and colleagues

most impact from the series we recommend you listen to

about gout.

them in the following order.

How to complete this activity
This activity encourages reflection by asking you to set
goals and establish the actions you will take to achieve
these goals. We have provided some examples to assist

Legendary Conversations podcasts:
•

Episode One: Initiating new medicines (part 1)

•

Episode Two: Initiating new medicines (part 2)

•

Episode Three: Let’s talk gout (part 1)

•

Episode Four: Let’s talk gout (part 2) – also available
as a video

you.
Work your way through each of the reflection examples
included in this activity and write your notes in the spaces

We suggest you consider at least one reflection activity

provided.

and goal from each podcast and build on these
successively with each podcast.

Why should you do this activity?
•

Earn CME/CPD points

•

Evaluate and improve your management of patients
who have gout

•

Provide an equitable healthcare service and equitable
medicine access for your patients.

Tools to help with this activity
Legendary Conversations podcast episodes one to four
Before completing this independent reflection activity,
we recommend you listen to episodes one to four of our
Legendary Conversations podcasts.
Episodes one and two set the scene for how to effectively
discuss with a patient about changing a medicine.
•

Episode one covers some of the psychological
challenges of starting new medicines

•

Episode two provides an example conversation using
the Ask, Build, Check health literacy framework when
discussing a medicine change.

Episodes three and four then bring us to discussions
specifically about gout.
•

Episode three highlights people’s attitudes and beliefs
about gout

•

Episode four provides an example conversation using
the ABC framework when initiating long-term uratelowering therapy.
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Getting started

Other reflection activities

The following independent reflection section is formatted

You may choose to apply the principles and learnings

as an editable PDF. Please note that this will not

from these podcasts to reflect on a topic other than gout.

automatically save to your device. You must download

Simply download the editable reflection template PDF

this document, save it to your device, and then fill it in.

and adapt the examples to suit your learning needs.

You will see that we have provided example answers in
some of the reflection activities to help you formulate
your goals and actions. You should replace these
examples with your own thoughts.

Additional resources
As well as listening to episodes one to four of the podcast
series, you may wish to explore our other gout resources
and add more reflection activities to the templates.
Apart from the podcasts and video, we also have the
following resources:
Article: Beyond medicines for gout
Bulletin: Beyond unreasonable gout
Gout resource repository: Where you will find synopses
and links to resource from multiple providers
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Reflection activity 1 (from podcast episode one)

Goal*

Action to take, and by when

Example:
To understand the
psychological effects of
taking medicines and how a
patient’s beliefs influence
their acceptance of, and
persistence with,
treatment.

Example:
Next time talking with a patient about a new medicine,
ask how they feel about taking it. Acknowledge their
feelings are valid and discuss any specific concerns
they may have, while focusing on the positive effects
of treatment.

Example:
To understand the nocebo
effect, and how health
professionals’ attitudes
towards new medicines
may affect patient
acceptance and
adherence.

Example:
Share the information/podcast with staff so they are
aware of the impact they may have on patients’
treatments (and therefore outcomes).

Example:
To understand the nocebo
effect, and how health
professionals’ attitudes
towards new medicines
may affect patient
acceptance and
adherence.

Example:
Use the learning when next discussing medicine with a
patient – keep the conversation focused on the
benefits of therapy to minimise the nocebo effect.

Date
achieved

Due by _______

Due by: _________

Due by: _________

* Make sure your goals are SMARTER (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant
and time-bound; then evaluate and readjust your approach).
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Reflection activity 2 (from podcast episodes two and three)

Goal*

Action to take, and by when

Example:
Become confident in using
the Ask, Build, Check
health literacy framework.

Example:
Practice the Ask, Build, Check health literacy
framework with colleagues or friends/whānau.
Print copies of the decision-making form to use during
discussions.

Date
achieved

Due by _______

Example:
Regularly incorporate the
Ask, Build, Check health
literacy model into
conversations with
patients.

Example:
Use the Ask, Build, Check health literacy model when
talking with patients about starting a new medicine.
Print a supply of the decision-making forms to have
on-hand when needed.
Due by _______

* Make sure your goals are SMARTER (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant
and time-bound; then evaluate and readjust your approach).
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Reflection activity 3 (from podcast episodes three and four)

Goal*

Example:
Reduce the burden of gout
and improve health
outcomes by increasing the
number of patients
receiving long term
urate-lowering treatment
for gout.

Action to take, and by when

Date
achieved

Example:
– Use the ABC model to explore patients’ beliefs and
experiences of what causes their gout, and help
expand their understanding that gout is a chronic
condition requiring life-long treatment.
– Talk with Māori and Pacific peoples about the role
their genes may have in causing gout. Dispel stigmas;
build mana.
– Address beliefs about certain foods being a major
cause of gout.
Due by _______

Example:
Provide equitable access
to preventive gout
treatment for Māori and
Pacific peoples.

Example:
– Assess how your place of work can identify people
who may not be receiving equitable care for gout.
– Perform an audit or review of patients who regularly
receive NSAIDs for gout pain but no urate-lowering
therapy. Flag these patients for recall or opportunistic
discussion when you next see them.
Due by _______

* Make sure your goals are SMARTER (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant
and time-bound; then evaluate and readjust your approach).
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Reflection activity 4 (other knowledge gaps)
List how you will address any additional knowledge gaps you have identified while completing this learning.

Goal*

Action to take, and by when

Date
achieved

* Make sure your goals are SMARTER (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant
and time-bound; then evaluate and readjust your approach).
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